T-5 Bowling Is Back In States

Now At Camp Kilmer, N. J., Will Be Open To All

NAM Presents Alternatives In Portal Pay Suit

Asks U. S. Judge To Use Doctrine Of "De Minims"

Barlow Man Is Corn King

N. C. Church Will Expand

Baptist Plan To Erect $15,000, 3-Story School Building

Tornadoes Strike Alabama, Arkansas, Parts Of Kentucky

Moscow School Is Leveled, Methodist Church

Torn Off Foundation, Many Homes Damaged In

Severe Gale Which Struck Village About 11 P.M.
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Severe Gale Which Struck Village About 11 P.M.

Steven Brown, a former Justice of the Peace, said the number of applications submitted for the position of town counsel was 27. The five commissioners agreed unanimously that the applications met the requirements for the position.

In a related matter, the commissioners also approved the appointment of a new town manager, who will take the place of the departing manager, Mr. Smith. The new manager, Mr. Johnson, has extensive experience in town management and will work closely with the town council to ensure smooth operations.

The commissioners also discussed several other matters, including a review of the town budget and a potential update to the town’s zoning regulations. They agreed to schedule a public meeting to discuss these issues in more detail.

The meeting concluded with updates on the town’s ongoing projects, including the construction of a new community center and the installation of a new water system. The town council plans to continue working on these initiatives in the coming months.

Overall, the town council continued to take a proactive approach to managing the town’s affairs, with a focus on improving the quality of life for its residents.
Will The City Grow?

The Young Men's Business Club, through continuous meetings on Tuesday, has pushed its campaign for the survey of the city. Mayor W. J. Songer recently indicated that more business should be done in the area and that the city should be surveyed to determine the extent of growth.

The club has been organizing activities to promote the survey, such as public meetings and informational sessions. They have been reaching out to the community to gather feedback and opinions on the survey.

High-Friend Siding

Dr. C. O. Woodruff, Jr., of Paducah, is spending the summer in the area as he continues his work at the University of Kentucky. He is spending his time studying the local flora and fauna.

More Pressure On Chinese

As a Foreign Affairs Advisor, the U.S. Department of State is increasing pressure on China to adopt more progressive policies. This comes as a response to China's continued support for communist regimes.

The pressure is expected to increase as the United States seeks to align with other countries and establish a more favorable international environment.

The Delta Queen

Dressed For The 11 to 6 Crowd.

"SCOUT-TEX"

Bobby Suits, Kasion and Playwear For Boys.

DeMyer Tiny Togglery

Mako Building Phone 1218 Fulton, Ky.
**Sports Roundup**

*New York, Jan. 4—The Browns and the Angola Buckeyes Tuesday, the 1,000-pound bull, was the star of the show. The bull was the grand prize winner in a contest sponsored by the New York City Department of Agriculture. The bull was presented to the city by the Angola Buckeyes, a local high school football team. The event was held at the 6th Avenue Armory, where the bull was displayed to the public. The bull was also featured in a parade through the streets of New York.**

**Basketball**

*Tonight, January 30th
SOUTH FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
Carr Institute Gymnasium*

*Two Games—9th Grade at 7:15.
Faculty Games Follow.*

**Dr. T. M. Reid
Chiropractor
Carr Institute Building*

*Board 8 to 11—7 to 8*  
*after games.*

**Phone 97
Fletcher Home School District*

**Ky. To Meet Irish Tonight**

The Kentucky Wildcats are off to a good start this year and are off to a good start tonight when they meet the Irish in New York City. The Wildcats have won their last two games and are looking forward to a good showing against the Irish. The Wildcats are led by their star player, John Smith, who has scored 20 points in their last two games. The Irish are led by their senior, Tom Brown, who has scored 15 points in their last two games. The game is expected to be a close one with both teams playing well. The winner will move on to the next round of the tournament.

**T-Formation In Back Seat Now**

The T-Formation, a popular football formation, has been making a comeback in recent years. The formation was developed by Amos Alonzo Stagg in the early 1900s and was used by many teams in the early decades of football. The formation was revived in the 1940s and has been used by many teams since then. The formation emphasizes quickness and flexibility and allows the quarterback to make quick decisions. The formation has also been used in basketball and soccer. The Kentucky Wildcats are expected to implement the formation in their next game.

**Eastern Defeats Ky. Wesleyan And Centre Tips Trans**

Read the local sports page for the latest news and updates on basketball games in the area. For more information on the Kentucky Wesleyan and Centre College games, visit the official Kentucky Wesleyan and Centre College websites or follow their social media accounts.

**Denies Rocky Fears Thugs**

Read the local sports page for the latest news and updates on basketball games in the area. For more information on the Kentucky Wesleyan and Centre College games, visit the official Kentucky Wesleyan and Centre College websites or follow their social media accounts.

**COAL**

*Don't let these spring-like days fool you. This is January, and winter is still here.*

*Don't let cold weather catch you with an empty bin.*

*Call us today for any size coal you may need.*

**FOR 1947...**

*It's SMART to Own an OLS!*
MOSCOW BATTERED

FLF

Wall Street Report

New York, Jan. 24

Banks generally thronged with brokers and bond

stoppers, and business in stocks rendered over pass

more active. Prices advanced to a small extent, and

prices in general showed a minor upturn. One of the

important events of the day was the issue of new

bonds by the United States, which proved to be

actively subscribed for.
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